
perludi

FLORAintheSKY

After the huge success of loft & bunk bed 

AMBERintheSKY perludi now created her 

perfect little sister FLORAintheSKY. Even 

though their design is undoubtedly similar 

FLORA scores with brand new features. 

FLORA does not use loden as a surface. 

Instead FLORA has corners sewn together 

with colorful strings made of 100% cotton 

and can also be converted to a low single 

bed.

BEAUTIFUL. FLORA, just like her big 

sister AMBERinthSKY, is an exclusive and 

innovative bed for children and adolescents 

that is characterized by timeless design and 

high quality materials.

FUNCTIONAL. FLORA, depending on your 

individual preferences and needs, can either 

be used as a bunk bed with an integrated 

playing level or as a classic bunk bed for two 

children.

NATURAL. FLORA is made from natural 

materials using birch plywood and cotton 

strings.

Strung bunk/loft bed for children and youths.

Environment-friendly materials

100% recyclable

compact packsize

simple self-assembly, 

stable, safe and robust

We recommend children under the age of 5 

to sleep in the lower sleeping area only.

dimensions:  l x w x h    

  94x194x135cm,   

  other length (200cm) 

  upon request

height to sleep surface: 110 cm

packaging: 3 parcels with a total 

  weight of 90 kg

  140 x 60 x 12cm, 

  120 x 55 x 12cm, 

  100 x 60 x 15cm

material:  birch plywood and 

  100% cotton

String - colors:

design: Thomas Maitz

made in germany

PLAYFUL. One level is always variable. 

Without the mattress it can be converted to a 

pedestal, to a cozy corner or to a homemade 

cave. The bed is specially designed to fulfill 

the playing needs that every child has. The 

ladder is available, fully integrated, on either 

the left or right side.

UNUSUAL. FLORA, with a height of 135cm, 

is the lowest available bunk bed worldwide. 

This facilitates the access to the upper level 

for children and parents can wish their 

children a ‘good night’ at a comfortable 

height.

INNOVATIVE. Cotton strings hold the 

structure together at the corners. This simple 

method invites children to help their parents 

assemble the bed. This way the ‘young 

builders’ learn to understand how the bed 

works and may even want to design later on. 

The upper part of the bed can also be set up 

as a single bed at a „normal“ level - just tie it 

differently!


